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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
In many geological disciplines geostatistical models are used to
represent the spatial relationships between geological features of
interest within a certain area or volume of the subsurface (henceforth referred to as the target geology). Such a model can be used to
generate stochastic realizations of the target geology (Journel et al.
1998). For example, geostatistical models may be used to create realizations of the distribution of pores within a rock or soil, and such
realizations may be used to simulate flow in a subsurface reservoir
(e.g. Keehm et al. 2004; Okabe & Blunt 2005; Wu et al. 2006).
Or, alternatively, they might be used to describe lithology distributions for estimating expected ore reserves in mining applications
(Matheron 1963; David & Blais 1977; Dimitrakopoulos 1998).
Such models require calibration statistics (controlling parameters) that are appropriate for each application; we refer to these as
the ideal statistics. Ideal statistics can be estimated from the analysis
of analogue geological formations: photographs (Dueholm & Olsen
1993), core samples (Zhang et al. 2009) or even geophysical survey
results (Caers et al. 1999) from analogue formations may directly
provide so-called training images from which the ideal statistics can
be estimated (Pringle et al. 2004, 2006; Price et al. 2008), but their
relevance depends on the true similarity of the analogue and the
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target formations (Kupfersberger & Deutsch 1999; Ringrose et al.
1999; Truong et al. 2013).
It is widely accepted that a lack of suitable analogue formation
data is a significant problem in geostatistics (Cui et al. 1995; Kerry &
Oliver 2007; Truong et al. 2013). Consequently, subjective information on the ideal statistics, obtained from geological experts via
a process of elicitation, is increasingly incorporated within such
analyses (Curtis 2012). Using this approach, statistics which generate realizations consistent with the experts’ mental envisagement
of the target geology must be elicited (estimated using the experts’
knowledge). In the past, this has been achieved by either:
(i) creating realizations using the geostatistical model with a
range of different statistics until an image which corresponds to
their envisagement of the target geology is produced (e.g. Caers
2005, pp. 18–26), or
(ii) producing a training image manually (Honarkhah & Caers
2010; Comunian et al. 2011) or from geological process models
(Nordahl et al. 2005) from which ideal statistics may be calculated.
Using approach (i), if the geostatistical model is appropriate to
the application then after a sufficient number of iterations the expert may find a realization which matches their envisagement of the
properties of the target geology. They can take the statistics of that
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SUMMARY
A new method to obtain the statistics of a geostatistical model is introduced. The method elicits
the statistical information from a geological expert directly, by iteratively updating a population
of vectors of statistics, based on the expert’s subjective opinion of the corresponding geological
simulations. Thus, it does not require the expert to have knowledge of the mathematical and
statistical details of the model. The process uses a genetic algorithm to generate new vectors.
We demonstrate the methodology for a particular geostatistical model used to model rock
pore-space, which simulates the spatial distribution of matrix and pores over a 2-D grid,
using multipoint statistics specified by conditional probabilities. Experts were asked to use the
algorithm to estimate the statistics of a given target pore-space image with known statistics;
thus, their numerical rates of convergence could be calculated. Convergence was measured for
all experts, showing that the algorithm can be used to find appropriate probabilities given the
expert’s subjective input. However, considerable and apparently irreducible residual misfit was
found between the true statistics and the estimates of statistics obtained by the experts, with the
root-mean-square error on the conditional probabilities typically >0.1. This is interpreted as
the limit of the experts’ abilities to distinguish between realizations of different spatial statistics
using the algorithm. More accurate discrimination is therefore likely to require complementary
elicitation techniques or sources of information independent of expert opinion.

Expert elicitation of geological spatial statistics

an application to constrain the parameters of a particular geostatistical model which has been used in the past to model pore-spaces
in reservoir rocks (Wu et al. 2006) and soils (Wu et al. 2004), as
well as subsurface facies distributions (Stien & Kolbjørnsen 2011).
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the methodology by showing
that ideal statistics can be estimated efficiently for this model, but
also show how the method can be used to assess the uncertainty
associated with the geological expert’s judgement when using the
algorithm.

2 E L I C I TAT I O N M E T H O D O L O G Y
Our elicitation methodology is most easily presented by using a
probabilistic notation for geostatistical models, which we define first
before describing the elicitation methodology itself. Geostatistics
is a field concerned with statistical information about collections
of spatially distributed random variables (Matheron 1963), which
we denote Z. For example, if we have a parametrized model of a
subsurface reservoir with M cells, then we could model the unknown
permeability throughout that reservoir using the random vector Z =
[Z1 , . . . , Zi , . . . , ZM ] where Zi is the permeability in the i-th cell.
Since we do not know the exact value of each Zi , we regard them as
random variables—variables who’s values vary randomly within
their uncertainties according to a probability distribution. We use
capital letters to describe such random variables, and lower case
letters to describe a particular realization (set of values) that they
might assume.
A stochastic realization, z, of Z can be generated if the joint probability distribution, P(z), is specified. The distribution P(z) would
be a probability density or a mass function if Z were continuous or
discrete, respectively. We refer to this distribution as the geostatistical model. The model is parametrized by a vector of underlying
statistics T which we can write as T = {tk | k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}} where
L is the number of elements in the vector (or number of required
statistics). Thus we can make a realization
z ∼ P(z|T),

(1)

where we have explicitly noted a dependence of the distribution on
some given vector T. Returning to the example of permeability we
might complete our model by choosing that P(z|T) be multivariate
Gaussian: then T would contain the mean and covariance information, which we could estimate from an analogue reservoir formation
or by expert elicitation. With this specification we could then make
realizations of the spatial distribution of permeability—for example
for use in a fluid flow simulator.
It should be noted that the specification of P(z|T) can be extremely flexible. An explicitly parametrized probability distribution
function (e.g. Gaussian, Poisson, binomial, etc.,) is not required at
all: for example one could simply specify that all realizations which
are consistent with some set of statistics T (e.g. the mean and variance) are equiprobable, and sample from the implied distribution
using Monte Carlo techniques. Indeed this may be the preferred
method in geostatistics (Olea 1999, p. 154). In principle, the choice
of distribution makes no difference to the algorithm presented here.
Our elicitation methodology obtains an estimate of the ideal
statistics, Tbest , directly from the expert. This involves iteratively improving a small population of candidate statistics vectors
H = {T1 , . . . , T j , . . . , TG }, where G is the number of statistics
vectors in the population. Using P(z|T), each member of this
population can be used to generate a realization: thus we obtain
an associated set of realizations R = {z1 , . . . ,z j , . . . ,zG } where
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model to be an estimate of the ideal statistics. However, the number
of iterations required to reach that point may be very large—well
beyond the fatigue limit of the expert(s). Ideally approach (ii) will
automatically result in ideal statistics because the expert produces
an appropriate training image of the target geology (Michael et al.
2010). However, producing a training image is clearly subjective as
it is highly unlikely that two people would produce identical images,
or even use the same geological concepts to describe a particular
scenario (Bond et al. 2007, 2012). Geological process models also
require subjective choices to be made about which processes to include and which values to use for process-controlling parameters
(Curtis & Wood 2004; Wood & Curtis 2004; Hill et al. 2009). Additionally, using any of these approaches we are first obliged to choose
a geostatistical model for which to find the statistics (parameters);
this model is always wrong—it is a necessary simplification of reality (Leuangthong et al. 2004). Loquin & Dubois (2010) provide
a detailed discussion of the resulting errors. In practice such epistemic error may be counteracted by modification of the statistics
away from the strictly numerically best-fitting values obtained from
the training image, but this again requires subjective judgements to
be made. Both methods (i) and (ii) therefore have the potential to be
very costly in terms of expert time and associated computation, both
are in part subjective, and in neither case is the estimate guaranteed
to be close to the ideal statistics.
Interrogation techniques designed to obtain robust quantitative
estimates of the knowledge and uncertainty of individuals and
groups of experts have been developed in the field of expert elicitation (Tversky & Kahneman 1974; Lindley et al. 1979; Kynn 2008;
James et al. 2010). Such techniques have been used successfully
to obtain geological prior probability distributions (Lindley 1983;
Baddeley et al. 2004; Curtis & Wood 2004). However, they have not
been applied widely to the estimation of parameters for geostatistical models. An exception is the recent work of Truong et al. (2013)
who used formal elicitation techniques (e.g. Knol et al. 2010) to
obtain estimates of the parameters of a variogram: they asked a
group of experts to complete a set of on-line questions about the
numerical values of the ideal statistics for a variogram model of
earth surface temperature variability. They then pooled the opinions of the individual experts, using the formal rules of elicitation,
to obtain an estimate (including uncertainty) of the ideal statistics.
Truong & Heuvelink (2013) used a similar approach to estimate the
parameters of a variogram describing the error on soil maps. The
disadvantage of such an approach, which uses numerical information, is that it requires the expert to have some knowledge of the
mathematics of the underlying model. This might not be appropriate for a geological expert who works mainly with visual geological
data, but who nevertheless has good intuition about the likely spatial
relationships of geological objects (i.e. the variables).
We propose an alternative method to obtain ideal statistics directly from an expert without costly intermediate steps, and without
requiring the expert to understand the mathematics or statistics of
the underlying model. This methodology combines the principles of
elicitation (Baddeley et al. 2004; Curtis & Wood 2004) with recent
advances in so-called ‘interactive inversion’ (Boschetti & Moresi
2000, 2001) in which a genetic algorithm (GA) is used to constrain
an inversion with the input of a geological expert. By contrast to
the methods of Wood & Curtis (2004) and Truong et al. (2013), our
approach does not require any numerical input to be given by the
expert. A geological expert can therefore focus on their own area of
expertise—analysing spatial (geological) patterns.
We first describe our elicitation methodology in more detail and
explain how the use of a GA is key to its efficiency. We then describe
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(i) Use Hl = {T1 , . . . , T j , . . . , TG } in P(z|T j ) to generate a corresponding set of realizations Rl = {z1 , . . . ,z j , . . . ,zG }.
(ii) Display the set of realizations in Rl to the expert or experts.
(iii) Ask the expert(s) to rank (from 1 to G, with 1 being the best
ranking) each zj in Rl . Associate the ranking of each zj also to the
corresponding statistics vector Tj in Hl .
(iv) If the expert(s) decide that one of the realizations (zj ) is
adequately consistent with their mental envisagement of the target geology then stop, retaining the corresponding statistics as
Tbest = T j . If not continue to step (v).
(v) Apply GA operations to the ranked set Hl , yielding a new
population of statistics vectors, Hl+1 .
(vi) Set l = l + 1. Return to step (i).
The ranking in step (iii) does not need to be made over all members
of Rl . That is to say that we can specify (or the expert could choose)
that the expert need only rank G∗ of the realizations where G∗ ≤ G,
with the ranking running from 1 to G∗ . In this case any unranked
members of Hl are discarded and play no part in the generation of
Hl+1 . This will be useful later.
Of course, we may be concerned about the representativeness of
any single realization zj of the corresponding statistics, Tj , since it
is generated randomly. A simple solution is to present realizations
which are as large as possible (in terms of the number of cells in the
grid realized) such that the probability of displaying a realization
with the desired statistical properties (i.e. those specified by Tj ) is
maximized. Alternatively, multiple realizations for a single Tj could
be made in step (ii) and an average ranking could be obtained. We
aim to keep the algorithm as simple as possible so we use the former
strategy in our implementation of the algorithm but the latter would
be equally valid. In the next section, we explain in detail the GA
operations applied to Hl , and how on average they improve the
population (with respect to the criterion described above).

3 G A O P E R AT I O N S
Technically speaking the procedure described above, of iteratively
improving a population in order to find optimal parameter values
(in this case a vector of statistics), constitutes a GA given the ap-

propriate choice of operations applied to the ranked Hl population
in order to form the new population Hl+1 (Goldberg 1989). In order
of application these operations are:
1. Reproduction: In this step a new set of G reproductions are
made of the parameter vectors in Ht . An element of Ht is chosen to
be reproduced randomly with probability inversely proportional to
their ranking (i.e. the better ranked the parameter vector, the more
probable it is that it will be reproduced). The resultant set of the
first G new parameter vectors reproduced is denoted Ht . Note that
when G∗ < G any unranked population members are assigned zero
probability of reproduction and hence play no further part in the
generation of the new population.
2. Mating and crossover: The members of Ht are randomly
paired (or ‘mated’). Each pair of vectors then swaps a randomly
determined number of their elements, producing the next stage of
the population, Ht .
3. Mutation: Each element of each vector in Ht may be perturbed randomly. The probability that a given element is perturbed
is given by the parameter β, and the magnitude of perturbation is
controlled by the parameter α. The exact form of the mutation operation is application-specific: it is dependent upon the domain of the
statistics vector T. This completes the GA operations, and produces
the new population, Hl+1 .
The analogy between the natural processes of genetic evolution
and these operations is clear from their names. It is also clear why,
on average, they might be expected to improve the population with
respect to the expert’s opinion, yet retain diversity within Ht : the
‘Reproduction’ step ensures that the best members of the population
are retained. The ‘Mating and crossover’ step interchanges and
splices the ‘genes’ of these already good individuals in the hope
that the next population will contain improved individuals. The
‘Mutation’ step introduces some random perturbation to the ‘gene
pool’ so as to ensure mobility around the parameter space (any good
new mutations are more likely to survive subsequent iterations, as
bad mutations are likely to be removed by the ‘Reproduction’ step).
The random nature of the genetic operators is important as in theory
this prevents the algorithm from becoming stuck in local minima,
thus the space of possible T’s is better explored (Goldberg 1989).
The GA differs from optimization techniques in a number of other
ways. The most important of these for our application is that absolute values for the fitness of the statistics vectors are not required:
only their relative ranking is required. This is important because obtaining meaningful absolute fitness values from the expert would be
virtually impossible. Furthermore, fitness gradients with respect to
changes in the vectors T j , are not required (as is the case for many
linearized optimization methods). Gradients could potentially be
obtained from the expert but they would be very time consuming to elicit, even for a single point in the space of possible T’s.
Clearly, there are a number of algorithmic parameters within the
GA operations, such as the mutation parameters (α and β), or the
proportionality between rank in Ht and probability of reproduction,
that we have not defined explicitly. These parameters effect the way
the algorithm explores the space of statistic vectors (henceforth
the dynamics of the algorithm) and therefore the convergence rate
of the algorithm. We found that in the application below it took
little effort to determine reasonable values for these parameters
through a process of trial and error, which permitted convergence
within an acceptable number of iterations. Thus for brevity we will
not discuss these parameters further and such parameter values are
kept constant for all results presented here, with the exception of
the mutation parameters α and β, which we will vary later. These
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z j ∼ P(z|T j ). Note that the index j will be used consistently to
reference members of a population; it should not be confused with
the index i which we will consistently use to reference the variables
in the random vector Z.
In each iteration of our method, H is updated using three GA
operations (which are similar to evolutionary processes in nature),
the details of which are given in the next section and are controlled
by the fitness of each Tj in H with respect to some criterion. Here,
the criterion for the fitness of Tj is how well its corresponding realization zj in R matches the target geology. The target geology is not
physically accessible, as it is envisaged only mentally by the expert.
We therefore ask the expert’s opinion on how well each zj matches
their envisagement of the target geology (the fitness of zj ). The GA
operations only require a relative ranking between the members of
H (Goldberg 1989) and thus the expert is only asked to rank the set
of zj ’s according to their relative fitness within R. The algorithm
continues to iterate until a zj is found which adequately matches the
expert’s envisagement of the target geology, in their opinion. The
corresponding T j is then retained as the ideal statistics vector, Tbest .
To summarize, using l to denote iteration number, the algorithm
begins at l = 0 with a randomly generated initial model parameter
population Hl=0 , and then proceeds as follows:

Expert elicitation of geological spatial statistics
parameters define the maximum size and number of perturbations
applied to the statistics vector T j . They are therefore important in
determining the dynamics of the algorithm because they control the
(expected) step-size that the algorithm uses to explore the space of
statistics vectors.
4 E X A M P L E A P P L I C AT I O N T O
P O R E - S PA C E M O D E L L I N G
We now demonstrate how the elicitation methodology can be used
to estimate the statistics which parametrize a geostatistical model of
a rock’s pore-space. We will first describe the geostatistical model,
and then explain how we use the GA method in practice to estimate
the ideal statistics (in the opinion of individual experts) to represent
specific target pore-space topologies. Finally, we describe how we
demonstrate the algorithm’s performance in practice by allowing
12 experts to use the algorithm to determine ideal statistics.

We use a 2-D binary image model which contains two materials
‘pore’ and ‘matrix’, and a simple geostatistical model, P(z|T), to
represent the spatial dependency between these two materials (Wu
et al. 2004, 2006; Stien & Kolbjørnsen 2011). In this model the image is parametrized into a 2-D grid of M cells (as shown in Fig. 1a),
each with an associated binary variable, Zi ∈ {pore, matrix}. Thus,
a random vector of these binary variables Z = [Z1 , . . . , Zi , . . . , ZM ]
can be used to describe the material in all cells. To define P(z|T)
we begin, for the moment, by ignoring the statistics (parameters)
of the distribution, T, and write the joint probability distribution
P(z|T) as a product of individual conditional probability distributions over Zi given Z<i = [Z 1 , . . . , Z i−1 ] (that is all the variables in
cells previous to i in the indexing of the grid as shown in Fig. 1b):

P(z i |z<i , T).
(2)
P(z|T) =
M

Now, before defining T, we make two further simplifications to this
distribution. First, we specify that the variable z i is conditionally
independent of most of the variables in Z<i . That is, z i is only
dependent on a smaller subset of them, which is referred to as the
neighbourhood, Ni of cell i. Thus,

P(z|T) =
P(z i |z Ni , T),
(3)
M

where Ni is defined as a subset of indices ‘previous to’ cell i which
define the neighbourhood. The neighbourhood is typically (but not
necessarily) a set of adjacent cells. Thus, it is defined as a function

of cell i. For example the neighbourhood in Fig. 1(c) is written Ni =
{i − 1, i − c − 1, i − c}, where c is the number of columns in
the grid. |N| is used to denote the number of the elements of Ni .
The second simplification is that the conditional distribution and
(the shape of) the neighbourhood are invariant to the position in the
grid, that is Ni and P(z i |z Ni ) are invariant to i.
The statistics of the distribution, that is the T vector, can now be
defined. Because of the invariance to position the only statistics
required by the model are those describing this single, general
conditional probability distribution P(z i |z Ni ). Thus, T need only
specify these conditional probabilities for each possible pore-matrix
configuration of the neighbouring cells, Z Ni . Furthermore, since
P(z i = por e|z Ni ) = 1 − P(z i = matri x|z Ni ), it is sufficient for T
to define just the probabilities P(z i = por e|z Ni ) in order that a
valid probability distribution is specified. Specifically, we define
T by first introducing S as the set consisting of elements, each
of which is one of the possible configurations of Z Ni . Since Zi is
binary the size of S is related to the size of the neighbourhood by
|S| = 2|N| . Then returning to the definition of the vector of statistics
as T = {tk | k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}} each element is now a probability
tk = P(z i = por e|z Ni = S(k)) ∈ [0, 1]. In words, each tk element is
the probability of cell i being pore given that the neighbourhood of i
contains the kth configuration of pore and matrix in S. Consequently,
the size of the T vector is simply the size of S, that is L = |S| = 2|N| .
The index k will be used consistently to reference members of the T
vector (and thus is distinct from the i and j indices defined earlier).
It should be noted that at the edges and corners of the grid, Ni
and P(z i |z Ni ), cannot be the same as those in the middle of the grid
since there are ‘missing’ neighbours (i.e. the invariance to position
does not apply here). However, appropriate modifications can be
made to T to obtain appropriate conditional probabilities at such
positions, and this makes no fundamental difference to the method.
The ordered structure of the probability distribution as a product
of conditional distributions in eq. (2) and (3) is dependent only on
cells previous to i. Samples from the probability distribution can
therefore be obtained exactly using sequential simulation (Stien &
Kolbjørnsen 2011) and thus realizations z can be generated efficiently from the statistics T. This means that realizations can be
presented to the expert almost immediately, so there is no need for
the expert to wait for realizations to be generated. This is not a
requirement of the algorithm: there is no reason why the algorithm
cannot pause for some time between the points where it requires the
expert’s input, as long as the total run time is reasonable. However,
we have chosen a real geostatistical model which can generate realizations very rapidly such that the concept of the methodology can
be proven quickly and conclusively.

Figure 1. (a) Definition of an example 2-D grid and its indexing. (b) An illustration of a conditional distribution used in the decomposition of the probability
distribution (the geostatistical model) in eq. (2): the dark grey shaded cell contains the variate z i and the light grey shaded cells are those containing conditioning
variables. (c) The same conditional distribution but with dependencies limited to a restricted neighbourhood of cells. Again, the dark grey shaded cell contains
the variate and the light grey shaded cells contain the conditioning neighbour variables in Ni .
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4.1 Pore space modelling
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The geostatistical model described above can be used to generate
a set of realizations, R = {z1 ,z2 ,z3 , . . . ,zG }, given a population of
G statistics vectors, H = {T1 , T2 , T3 , . . . , TG }. Thus, in theory we
can use the elicitation methodology described above to find Tbest
[from step (iv) of the elicitation algorithm] for a given application.
However, we must make some practical developments to the GA
algorithm in order to do this, which we describe below.

4.2 Practical application of the GA

tk ∼ U [max (tk − α, 0) , min (tk + α, 1)] .

(4)

where α is the mutation parameter (which controls the magnitude
of mutation) and limits have been imposed at {0, 1} to ensure that
the mutated vector element is still a valid probability.
Perhaps the most important practical consideration is how the
expert interacts with the GA. We designed a graphical user interface (GUI) which displays the members of the current population
Hl to the expert, and which allows them to rank the realizations z
in Rl , and hence T in Hl , using only mouse clicks. Empirically,
we have found that it is often difficult for an expert to start the
GA (i.e. perform ranking) on an initial, random population since
these tend to produce realizations which are highly non-geological.
Thus, we designed a two-stage algorithm with two implementations
of the GUI, where the first stage was designed to obtain a good
starting population for the algorithm. In this stage the population
was relatively large with G = 24. The realizations presented to the
expert were also relatively large in terms of the size of the grid simulated (120 × 120 cell grids were realized in each case) but were
displayed with relatively low magnification with 4.3 cells mm−1 ;
this configuration is intended to allow the expert to identify important large-scale statistical/geological features of the realization
rapidly. Furthermore, the α 1 and β 1 parameters (where the subscript
1 indicates that these parameters are used in the first stage of the algorithm only) were relatively large with both being ∼0.4 (although
they were allowed to vary slightly between experts—the reason for
this will be explained later). The motivation for designing the first
stage in this manner was to present the expert with a diverse population that evolves rapidly such that they may find a general area
of the space of T vectors which provides realizations with geology
consistent with the target geology. Since there were a large number
of realizations at this stage, the expert was only asked to rank the
three best, that is G∗ = 3. A typical screen-shot from the first stage
GUI is shown in Fig. 2.
The experts were asked to perform the ranking at each iteration,
using the ‘Next’ button in the GUI to indicate that ranking was
complete and that the algorithm could continue to the next iteration.
The vectors Trank≤3 (obtained from zrank≤3 ) would then be passed to
the GA operations in order to produce the population for the next
iteration, Hl+1 . They were asked to continue using the GUI in this
way until the current population contained a realization which they
thought had (statistically) the same geology as the target geology.

4.3 Testing the algorithm
In order to demonstrate the methodology we asked 12 geoscientists
with varying backgrounds to use the elicitation methodology (via
the GUI) to estimate ideal statistics Tbest for a certain target porespace geology. The geostatistical model was defined to have the
neighbourhood as shown in Fig. 1(c) (thus |N| = 3 and |S| = 23 = 8).
Since we wanted to test the method in a controlled way, the target
pore-space was actually provided to the subjects: that is, a porespace image was displayed to them, and they were asked to use the
pore distribution in that image as the target geology. Their goal was
to find statistics that generated pore-space images with the same
statistical distribution as that of the target image. Thus, given that
we know the target image (and its statistics) in each of these tests, we
were able to assess exactly how well the expert performed—which
would not have been possible if they were matching a concept or
image held only in their mind. Note that in a real application of the
algorithm no physical target image would be presented to the expert;
instead they would be asked to use their mental envisagement of the
target geology for comparison.
The target image itself had been created using the same geostatistical model as used to create realizations in the algorithm above,
and therefore had been created with an actual statistics vector,
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The first practical consideration is the definition of the mutation
operation for this application (and how this is related to the mutation
parameters α and β); as explained above this is necessary since
the statistics may have bounded domains. In our application the
statistics vector T comprises a set of probabilities denoted tk , which
therefore have domain on the interval [0, 1]. In this case if a tk
element is chosen to be mutated (with probability equal to the
mutation parameter β) then the new mutated value, tk , is randomly
generated from the uniform distribution

They then ranked the population as usual but instead of pressing
the ‘Next’ button they were instructed to press the ‘Match’ button
in the GUI. At this point the second stage of the algorithm would
begin (and the second stage of the GUI would be displayed). As
explained above the output of the first stage is a starting population
for the second stage: this population was made up of the vectors
Trank≤3 obtained from zrank≤3 at the last iteration of the first stage.
The second stage is designed to encourage the expert to look at
the realizations in greater detail and to ‘fine tune’ the population
of realizations in terms of their similarity to the target geology.
Consequently, the population is much smaller with G = 6 and the
size of the realization grids is slightly smaller (90 × 90 cell grids)
than in the first stage; this permits the images to be magnified much
more than in the first stage (with only 1.6 cells mm−1 ). Furthermore,
the α 2 and β 2 parameters (where the subscript 2 indicates that these
parameters are used in the second stage only) were relatively small,
both being ∼0.15 (although again they were allowed to vary slightly
between experts—the reason for this will be explained later).
As stated above, the first population of the second stage is derived
from the top three ranked members of the population at the end of
the first stage, Trank≤3 . Since in the second stage G = 6, each of
these three vectors must be replicated once to produce a total of six
vectors (to become a valid first population for the second stage).
Since there were fewer realizations to compare in the second stage
the experts were asked to rank all six members of the population,
that is G∗ = 6. As in the first stage, the experts were asked to rank
the realizations presented to them in the GUI at each iteration, using
the ‘Next’ button to indicate that ranking was complete. They were
asked to continue until the current population contained at least one
realization which they thought had (statistically) the same geology
as the target geology. They then ranked the population as usual but
instead of pressing ‘Next’ they were instructed to press the ‘Match’
button in the GUI; once that button was pressed, the algorithm takes
zrank=1 to be the realization which the expert had found to match
the target geology zbest . Thus, Trank=1 is taken to be the estimate of
the ideal statistics Tbest . At this point the algorithm terminates. A
typical screen-shot from the second stage GUI is shown in Fig. 3.
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Ttarget . In mathematical terms the target image was a realization,
ztarget ∼ P(z|Ttarget ). Importantly this allowed us to measure the numerical convergence rates towards Ttarget as the subjects used the
GUI. We emphasize that none of the numerical information about
the target statistics was used in the algorithm, nor was it provided
to the subjects; it was only used for the purpose of assessing the
performance of the experts. The only information used by the elicitation algorithm was provided through each expert’s subjective
ranking provided through the GUI. Two different target statistics
vectors were used to generate two different target pore-space distributions for the experts. The first vector produced a so-called ‘crackpore’ distribution: vertically aligned elongated pores with some isolated micro-porosity. The second produced a so-called ‘round-pore’
distribution: more rounded pores with much more micro-porosity
within the matrix. The experts were divided into two groups of six.
One group was provided with ‘crack-pore’ target images, the other
with ‘round-pore’ target images.
Given that we knew Ttarget we could also test whether the expert
was actually able to obtain a Tbest vector which produces realizations zbest with geologies which were truly indistinguishable, to the
best of that expert’s ability, from the target geology ztarget . This
could be achieved after the expert pressed the ‘Match’ button by
presenting them with a population comprising a mix of realizations generated from the Tbest vector (i.e. Trank = 1 , which they have

indicated matched the target geology) and the Ttarget vector (which
by definition should match the target geology). The expert was then
prompted to rank this new population as usual. If the expert ranked
the realizations generated using Ttarget as better than those generated
using Tbest , this indicates that the expert could potentially identify
the realizations generated using Ttarget as more similar to ztarget than
those generated using Tbest . Thus we diagnose that they were not
justified in pressing the ‘Match’ button as their best estimate of the
statistics is still not a good enough match to the target image. If
there was no preferential ranking of Ttarget , this indicates that the
expert truly could not distinguish between the realizations generated
by the Tbest vector (found by them using the algorithm) and those
generated using Ttarget , in terms of their geology. Thus we diagnose
that they were justified in pressing the ‘Match’ button.
We implemented this so-called consistency test only in the second
stage of the algorithm. After the expert pressed ‘Match’ at this stage
a population of realizations was presented to them where three out
of the six realizations were generated with Ttarget and the remaining
three of the six were generated using Tbest . The presentation of these
realizations was precisely the same as with any other population at
a ‘normal’ iteration in the algorithm. The test is based on the assumption that if the expert can distinguish between the realizations
created using Ttarget and those created using Tbest , then they will
rank the former set of realizations as {1, 2, 3} and the latter as
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Figure 2. A screen-shot from the Graphical User Interface (GUI) used to implement the first stage of the algorithm. The expert is asked to rank the best 3 of
the 24 pairs presented. Important elements of the GUI are indicated: (a) the left image in each pair is a realization from the population; (b) the right image
is the target pore-space image and is the same for all 24 realizations; (c) experts use the cursor to assign a ranking to the realizations by simply clicking the
realizations in rank-order; (d) rankings selected are displayed beneath each realization; (e) the expert presses the ‘Next’ button if they have finished ranking
and wish to continue; (f) the expert presses the ‘Match’ button if they have found a realization which adequately matches the target in their opinion. Note that
in a real application of this algorithm no target image (b) would be presented to the expert; instead they would be asked to use their mental envisagement of
the target geology for comparison.
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{4, 5, 6}. Conversely, if the expert could truly not distinguish between the realizations then any ranking would simply be due to
random chance, and the probability of randomly ranking the population in this way is 0.05. Thus we say that the expert’s decision
(that zbest matches ztarget ) is confirmed if the expert ranks the population in any other way than that described above. However, if the
expert does rank the population in the above manner we say that the
decision is unconfirmed. Thus we can classify any Tbest obtained
with the algorithm as being confirmed or unconfirmed using the
consistency test.
In order to collect more data on its performance, the algorithm
was not terminated immediately in the second stage after the expert
pressed the ‘Match’ button (and the consistency test was made).
Instead, the algorithm was allowed to continue for a fixed number
of iterations (20) in the second stage. Thus whenever the ‘Match’
button was pressed the consistency test would be run but after
its completion the algorithm would continue using the population
found before the test was performed, during which period further
matches could be identified and tested for consistency. This allowed
us to build up an ensemble of Tbest vectors, along with information
as to whether the match had been confirmed or not.
In this demonstration of the algorithm we also sought to investigate the effect of the mutation parameters on the dynamics of the
algorithm. Although in development we had found that values of
β 1 ∼ 0.4, α 1 ∼ 0.4, β 2 ∼ 0.15 and α 2 ∼ 0.15, were sufficient to
permit convergence, we varied these slightly between the experts
tested; for each of the 12 experts these parameters were sampled
from Uniform probability distributions on the following discrete
sample spaces: β 1 ∈ {0.35, 0.4, 0.45} and α 1 ∈ {0.35, 0.45, 0.5}
and β 2 ∈ {0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25} and α 2 ∈ {0.15, 0.2}.

5 R E S U LT S
At each iteration of the algorithm the current population of statistics
vectors Hl , the current population of realizations Rl , and the rankings provided by the experts were recorded. If the expert pressed
‘Match’ during the second stage Tbest was recorded along with
whether it was a confirmed or unconfirmed match using the consistency test. The root-mean-square error (rmse) between the highest
ranked statistics vector Trank=1 at each iteration and the target statistics vector Ttarget was also calculated at each iteration and recorded.
The rmse is defined as
1

(Trank=1 − Ttarget )T (Trank=1 − Ttarget ) 2
,
rmse(Trank=1 , Ttarget ) =
|S|
(5)
where the average is taken over each of the |S| elements (probabilities) in the statistics vector, T.
Figs 4–6 summarize the results for the six experts who were given
a ‘crack-pore’ target image. Figs 7–9 summarize the results for the
six experts who were given a ‘round-pore’ target image. The rmse
values at each iteration are plotted for each expert along with an
indication of the iteration of transition between the first and second
stages of the algorithm. The plot also indicates the iterations at
which the expert obtained a Tbest vector (i.e. where they pressed
the ‘Match’ button) and whether this was confirmed or not by the
consistency test. The figures show the ztarget provided to the expert
during the first stage of the algorithm along with the final zrank=1
found by the expert using the first stage (i.e. that which was the
best ranked member of the three vectors used to generate the initial
population of the second stage). The figure also shows the ztarget
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Figure 3. As for Fig. 2, but for the second stage of the GUI. Here, the expert is presented with six realizations and is asked to rank all six of these.
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provided to the expert during the second stage of the algorithm
along with the confirmed zbest found by the expert with the lowest
rmse. If no confirmed zbest vectors were found by the expert then
the unconfirmed zbest vector with the lowest rmse is displayed. If no
zbest (either confirmed or unconfirmed) vectors were found then no
image is displayed here.
Each figure also contains a legend with the mutation parameters
(α 1 , β 1 , α 2 and β 2 ) applied for that run of the algorithm. As stated
earlier we allowed these parameters to vary slightly for different
experts. However, we found little meaningful correlation between
these parameter and the minimum rmse obtained by the experts
(the absolute correlation coefficients between any of these parameters <0.1). The legend also contains information about the expert’s
microscope experience; after discussion with the experts, each was
given a score out of 10 indicating their microscope experience (with
0 indicating ‘no experience’ and 10 indicating ‘very regular use’).

Again, we found no significant correlation between this parameter
and the minimum rmse obtained by the experts (the absolute correlation coefficient between this microscope experience score and the
minimum rmse was <0.1).

6 DISCUSSION
At the end of the first stage all 12 experts found a realization which
they believed had statistically the same pore-space geology as the
target image. In the second stage almost all of the experts found images that they believed had statistically the same pore-space geology
as the target image, and most of these matches were confirmed using
the consistency test. Experts 2 and 7 were able to find pore-space images with geology matching the target image in the second stage but
these matches were not confirmed by the consistency test. Expert 8
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Figure 4. Results for experts 1 and 2. (a) The root-mean-square error (rmse) between the highest ranked statistics vector Trank=1 at each iteration and the target
statistics vector Ttarget . The dashed line represents the transition from the first to second stage of the algorithm. The • and  symbols represent an unconfirmed
and confirmed Tbest (or equivalently, match between zbest and ztarget ), respectively. (b) (right) The target image ztarget provided to the expert in the first stage,
and (left) the zrank=1 realization found at the end of the first stage. (c) (right) The target image ztarget provided to the expert in the second stage, and (left) the
confirmed zbest found by the expert with lowest rmse in the second stage. For expert 2 no confirmed zbest was found so the unconfirmed zbest with lowest rmse
is shown.
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was unable to find any realizations that he/she believed matched the
target geology. Experts 2, 7 and 8 might have benefited from being
able to continue using the second stage GUI beyond 20 iterations
since convergence behaviour can be observed in the rmse values
during this stage, which may have been prematurely terminated.
There were considerable numerical differences between the Ttarget
and Tbest vectors. The lowest rmse values in these statistics (which
are probabilities) being greater than 0.07 for all experts. Lower rmse
values (as low as 0.05) were obtained for some Trank = 1 vectors but
these, in the opinion of the expert, did not produce realizations which
matched the target geology (the expert did not press the ‘Match’
button after ranking these realizations, thus they are not classed as
ideal statistic estimates Tbest ). In any case, given that these are probabilities, this is still a significant error. It demonstrates that there may
be a limit in the ability of experts to discriminate between images
with different spatial statistics. In an inverse problem this feature of
the solution would be called the null-space (Gubbins 2004, p. 110).
It is important to have identified such a ‘geological null-space’ because although the expert may not be able to discriminate between

different spatial statistics (or in practice, the realizations created using those statistics), these differences may be of importance to the
application for which our geostatistical model has been developed.
For example, small differences in rock pore-space features may be
in-discriminable by experts but may cause large differences in their
flow characteristics (Tsang 1984).
In principle there is another possible explanation for the large
rmse values which is totally unrelated to the experts’ abilities. It
is possible that, for a certain T vector, the produced realizations
will virtually never contain a certain spatial configuration (C, say)
of the pore-space variable within the neighbourhood of cells, if the
probability of that certain configuration occurring is extremely low.
This would imply that the corresponding probability P(z i |z Ni = C),
that is the corresponding tk in Ttarget , cannot have any effect on the
rock pore-space image realization produced using that Ttarget vector.
Thus the expert may find a Tbest vector which produces images which
almost perfectly match the target, but which have a completely
different value for this statistic. However, in our tests we ensured
that this was not the case when designing the particular Ttarget vectors
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Figure 5. As for Fig. 4, but for experts 3 and 4. Note that here both experts found confirmed zbest realizations in the second stage of the algorithm, so this is
displayed on the left in (c).
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(both the ‘crack-pore’ and ‘round-pore’ varieties) that we used: we
checked that all possible configurations (within the neighbourhood)
occurred frequently within any realization produced using the target
statistics vector. Hence, it is very unlikely that this is the cause of
the final residual misfit which we observe.
Similarly, the limit is almost certainly not controlled by the mutation parameters. While it might be expected that larger values α and
β would cause the minimum rmse values to be large, since these
parameters are interpreted as controlling the ‘step’ length of the algorithm, we do not see any significant positive correlation between
the rmse measures and these parameters. The fact that many of the
expert’s matches were confirmed by the consistency test indicates
that the cause is more likely to be intrinsic to the expert. This is
certainly not to say that the limit is equal to the intrinsic limit of the
expert, but it is likely to be related to it.
In any case, it appears that experts are only able to discriminate
between the probabilities used in this geostatistical model at a minimum level of ∼0.1, or 10 per cent, using the algorithm developed
here. This typical level of error is illustrated by Fig. 10 which shows
a histogram of the minimum rmse values obtained by the experts.

This would imply that there is a significant null-space in the experts’
abilities to choose between statistics (and by implication, between
different statistical models). These results may be able to be improved if formal rules of statistical expert elicitation theory (e.g.
Choy et al. 2009; Knol et al. 2010; Truong et al. 2013) are applied.
Such rules (procedures) aim to provide a framework for elicitation
experiments such that bias in estimates of expert knowledge about
a variable (in our case the T probabilities) is minimized. Despite
the measures which we have taken to try to ensure that the expert
finds zbest realizations which truly match the target geology (e.g. by
using the consistency test) we have not considered explicitly the bias
which the user may have prior to, or develop during, the algorithm
with respect to how they compare different realizations. It is this
type of bias which elicitation theory aims to remove. Furthermore,
formal elicitation theory could be used to combine the opinion of
multiple experts to obtain one single estimate of the ideal statistics
(Baddeley et al. 2004; Polson & Curtis 2010; Allard et al. 2012).
Experts could be asked to rank each zj in a population as a group
or individually, and their resulting ranks combined. Other forms of
information might also be elicited from the experts rather than just
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Figure 6. As for Fig. 5, but for experts 5 and 6.
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visual comparisons, such as numerical information. Additionally,
further constraints may be derived from physical measurements or
knowledge (and hence modelling) of geological processes.
The two-stage GUI implementation has produced interesting results in itself. In Figs 4–9 it can be observed that it is actually quite
rare for the rmse measure to be reduced significantly in the second
‘fine tuning’ stage, compared to the rmse in the first stage (which
was designed with only the intention of obtaining a good starting
population). This may be due to the expert concentrating on different
aspects of the geology depending upon the magnification of realizations presented to them. At increased magnification the expert can
pick out some fine details (such as complex shapes) more easily, but
at lower magnifications the human eye may more efficiently judge
bulk statistical properties (such as the overall pore-matrix proportions). Thus after the transition to the greater magnification, the loss
of the expert’s ability to evaluate these bulk features may in fact
result in an increase in rmse. Nevertheless, we found this transition
to be a valuable component of our elicitation procedure as the rapid

rate of convergence in the first stage reduced expert fatigue, and
thus also its concomitant biases. In future, it may be interesting
to trial a GUI which displays both low and high magnifications
simultaneously to the expert.
In summary, we have shown that the direct elicitation of spatial
statistics from a geological expert is possible using a new elicitation
method. It is an important feature of the algorithm employed that
it allows the expert to interact directly with the optimization without having to understand the underlying details of the geostatistical
model. In our example, the expert does not have to deal explicitly
with probabilities, and is instead able to concentrate on their area of
expertise—the analysis of (spatial) geological features. The example model which we have used is a practically employed multipoint
geostatistical model used in both petroleum (Okabe & Blunt 2004;
Kjønsberg & Kolbjørnsen 2008; van der Land et al. 2013) and soil
geostatistics (Wu et al. 2004; Li 2007; Zhu et al. 2007), and our
algorithm has immediate practical relevance for determining parameters for such applications. The particular implementation of
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Figure 7. As for Fig. 5, but for experts 7 and 8. Expert 7 found no confirmed zbest so the unconfirmed zbest with lowest rmse is shown on the left in (c). Expert
8 found no zbest (i.e. neither unconfirmed or confirmed) so no zbest is shown for this expert in (c). Both of these experts would probably have benefited from
being allowed to continue beyond 20 iterations in the second stage of the algorithm.
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this model is quite parsimonious, however the number of free parameters in the model is quite low (|S| = 8) compared to other
multipoint geostatistical models.
There is an inherent advantage in having a smaller number of
model parameters since it means that exploring the model space
and hence finding the ideal statistics (or parameters) is easier using the GA. Thus we avoid the so-called ‘curse of dimensionality’
which effects many optimization methods in higher dimensional
model spaces (Curtis & Lomax 2001): the volume of the space to
be explored grows exponentially with the number of free parameters to be determined. As the number of dimensions increases, as
much as exponentially many more iterations might be required to
find the ideal statistics. This would be particularly problematic in
this case since the algorithm requires human input upon each iteration. Thus some work may be needed to prove that the algorithm
can be applied to multipoint geostatistical models which have larger
parameter spaces (e.g. Strebelle 2002). However, the algorithm may
be immediately applied to find the parameters of two-point statistical models such as variograms since these typically have parameter spaces of dimension similar to the multipoint model used here
(Caers 2005, pp. 21–29).

7 C O N C LU S I O N S
We have shown that spatial statistics can be elicited directly from a
geological expert using an elicitation methodology based on the use
of GAs. The algorithm iteratively updates a population of candidate
statistics vectors, using an expert’s opinion of how well realizations generated with those statistics (using the geostatistical model)
match their envisagement of the appropriate spatial relationships
between the geological features. Thus, the algorithm allows experts
to interact directly with the statistical optimization without having
to understand the details of the underlying geostatistical model.
The algorithm was used to estimate the statistics of a multipoint
geostatistical model, parametrized using conditional probabilities.
12 experts were asked to use the algorithm to find the statistics
suitable for representing a target pore-space image. The image had
known statistics, thus numerical convergence towards the true answer could be calculated and monitored. 11 of the 12 experts were
able to obtain a match they deemed reasonable. Convergence rates
were acceptable, with most experts taking less than 40 iterations
to find a matching realization. This experiment also assesses the
intrinsic human uncertainty in comparing spatial statistics when
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Figure 8. As for Fig. 5, but for experts 9 and 10.
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using the algorithm described. We found that there was a large misfit between the ideal statistics (found by the expert) and the known
statistics (those used to generate the target image). The minimum
root-mean-square error was typically >0.1 for most experts. These
errors are large considering the statistics were defined as probabilities. More accurate discrimination is therefore likely to require
information obtained from complementary elicitation techniques,
physical measurements or knowledge of processes.

AC K N OW L E D G E M E N T S

Figure 10. A histogram of the lowest root-mean-square error (rmse) between Tbest and the target statistics vector Ttarget , found by each expert. For
each expert the confirmed Tbest match with the lowest rmse was used. For
experts 2 and 7 no confirmed Tbest match was found, thus the unconfirmed
Tbest match with the lowest rmse was used. For expert 8 neither an unconfirmed or confirmed Tbest match was found, thus no rmse value for that
expert is included in this histogram.
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